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Disclaimer:

This work may not be copied, sold, used as content in any manner or your 
name put on it until you purchase sufficient rights to sell it or distribute it as 
your own from MyBusinessBuilders.com - the authorized reseller/distributer.

Every effort has been made to be accurate in this publication. The publisher 
does not assume any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary 
interpretation. We do our best to provide the best information on the subject, 
but just reading it does not guarantee success. You will need to apply every 
step of the process in order to get the results you are looking for. 

Any perceived slight of specific people or organizations, and any 
resemblance to characters living, dead or otherwise, real or fictitious, is 
purely unintentional. 

Some examples of past results are used in this publication; they are 
intended to be for example purposes only and do not guarantee you will get 
the same results. Your results may differ from ours. Your results from the use 
of this information will depend on you, your skills and effort, and other 
different unpredictable factors. 

It is important for you to clearly understand that all marketing activities carry 
the possibility of loss of investment for testing purposes. Use this information 
wisely and at your own risk.
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 SEO Video/PDF Training
Course :

Our latest and most effective SEO 
PDF & Video Training Course – 
Dominate SEO Today is designed 
to guide you through the process of 
easily and effectively positioning 
your offline or online business at the 
top of any Search Engine on the 
internet. We are excited to have you 
here and we know this information 
will be very helpful for you.

This complete and high-quality 
training course will surely help you 
to learn everything there is about 
SEO, in order to easily and 
effectively position your online or 
offline business on the first Page 
of the Search Engines in the 
shortest time possible. By 
implementing SEO on your website, 
you can naturally leverage this 
amazing and extremely powerful 
source of high quality targeted 

traffic to generate greater profits online.

You will be able to quickly and safely grow a huge army of potential clients or 
customers 100% targeted to your business. Search Engines have the amazing 
ability to send highly relevant traffic to any website that is positioned on their top 
page, and this is just an amazing thing that can bring you awesome results. 

You will be able to rank any amount of pages of your website straight to the 
top and get a great deal of high quality and unique search engine traffic to each 
one of them. You will able to know the exact same Proven Search Engine Top 
Ranking Formula we use, which is responsible for ranking any brand new 
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webpage to the top of the Search Engines with the safest and easiest techniques 
ever.

Google is a fantastic platform, with which you can reach all of your business goals, 
but we will also focus on all search engines. If you win the Google battle then you 
will be at the top of all the search engines at the same time.

This high-quality training contains everything you need to know about ranking in 
the top of the search engines to help you achieve your goals.

10 Simple Steps are more than enough

10 very easy to follow steps are more than enough for you to get the most out of 
the search engines. 

 You don´t have to worry about
wasting your time. 

 You don’t have to worry about
ineffective strategies.

 You don’t have to worry about
wasting your money on any
other training.

The only thing you should worry about is reading every single word of this guide & 
video training and applying it.

Millions of dollars have been invested in Google since they started in order to 
provide outstanding benefits to you and your business. Our comprehensive training 
course - Dominate SEO Today will take you by the hand and show you step-by-
step, topic by topic and tool by tool what you really need to know in order to 
position your business at the top of Google. We will show you the easiest way to 
rank your webpages using the most effective tools so that you can Dominate 
Google Today!

Click Here to Get Privileged Access Now! 
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Introduction:

The last thing we want to do is 
to waste your time, so in this 
Quick Start Guide so we will be 
short and sweet on the really 
important facts about SEO. 
Our goal is for you to know 
exactly what SEO is, what 

Google is and what you can expect from it.

After you read this introductory guide you will easily have an answer to the 
most important updates on SEO. You will know exactly what the Panda and 
the Penguin updates are and you will surely know how to avoid a really bad 
slap from them. Let us tell you they can slap really hard.

Every time you hear about the Panda and the Penguin you won’t feel scared 
anymore, and instead will be feeling the great satisfaction of knowing what 
exactly they are and that your site has them as its best friends.

Finally, you will have access to a few really great sources so you may be up 
to date on the latest Google actualizations about Google and its Zoo 
collection of Algorithms. You will also learn about the most trusted SEO 
training websites that you really need to care about the most.

Before you go and start reading, please do not hate Google, you just need to 
learn how to deal with them and their kingdom of zoo animals. We realize 
that if you know how to treat them, you will find a great source of high quality 
traffic for years to come. Once you learn how to Dominate SEO, you can 
make as much money as you want and you too can start charging lots of 
money to offer SEO services. 

To Your Success,

MyBusinessBuilders.com

Les Raketti & Kevin O'Leary
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What is SEO?

Search Engine Optimization (SEO): consists of a set of optimization techniques 

applied to a website or webpage to position it at the top of the search engines 

results based on a keyword or set of keywords on which that website or 

webpage has been optimized for.

For easier understanding the process works like this:

A lady uses a search engine to search for something she is interested in finding 

information about. In this case we will use Google.com as our search engine 

example. All search engines work similar, like Yahoo and Bing, which are the 

best after Google.

After she performs her search; the first page of Google displays a set of highly 

relevant pages or domains right in front of her so she may get access to any 

one of them that might give the information she is looking for.
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Every one of those websites have been in some degree optimized in order for 

the Google Search Engine Bot (Google Algorithm) to consider them exactly 

what the searcher is looking for and place them right there in the top page, as 

well as in the top positions of the first page.

Search Engine ranking is all about a battle where the best optimized webpages 

are picked by the search engines to be placed in the top and grab the eyes of 

all the searchers.
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Why Search Engine Traffic?

Search engine traffic is known as the most high quality traffic ever. The 

higher the quality of the traffic you send to your webpages, the greatest the 

benefits you will get from it (Sales, Subscribers, etc.)

There are 2 types of Search Engine Traffic. The Paid search engine traffic 

and the Free search engine traffic.

The Paid search engine traffic is the practice of placing your website on 

the sponsored search engine section of the top page. That is something a lot 

more easily achieved because you buy that spot and pay to the search 

engine by view or by click.

The Free search engine traffic is the practice of placing your website on 

the natural search engine section of the top page by applying specific on- 
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page and off-page optimization techniques to your webpage. This is 

something a little bit difficult to achieve and requires time and knowledge, 

but is 100% free of charge from the Search Engines. The main benefit here 

is: once you rank on the top of the first page search results, you can begin to 

receive an enormous amount of FREE targeted traffic to your website for 

years to come!

The Free search engine traffic is what we are going after in this high quality 

and step-by-step training course so you don’t waste your time, money and 

efforts on other methods that don't work or, are way too costly.
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Why SEO?

As stated before,  Search engine traffic is the greatest traffic you could ever 

wish to get to your website in order to build a highly successful business, as 

this traffic over can last years to come. Let us show you some crazy Eye 

Opening Facts about SEO that will help you to understand why SEO is 

something that can add unlimited value to your business online:

Eye Opening SEO facts:

Online visitors make frequent use of 
search engines to find products and 
content.

Users believe that the website links at the 
top of a search engine are the most 
credible or relevant. (because they are)

Top ranking sites make more profit 
from increased online traffic.

Users have a tendency to use another 
search engine, rather than stay on a 
search engine that has insufficient results 
on the first page.

Less than 25% of users search the 
second page of search engines.

Over 50% of online buyers purchase 
products from websites found via search 
engines.

Over 60% of users search sites on 
the first page of search engines.

Over 80% of users use search engines to 
find a website.

Over 70% of users like to use the 
web to find out about new products.
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70% of the links that search engine users 
click on are organic.

80% of users ignore the paid ads, 
focusing on the organic results.

75% of users never scroll past the first 
page of search results.

Search and e-mail are the top two 
Internet activities.

Companies that blog have 434% more 
indexed pages, and companies with more 
indexed pages get far more leads.

81% of businesses consider their 
blogs to be an important asset to 
their businesses.

A study by Outbrain shows that search is 
the #1 driver of traffic to content sites, 
beating social media by more than 300%

SEO leads have a 14.6% close rate, 
while outbound leads (such as 
direct mail or print advertising) have 
a 1.7% close rate.

79% of search engine users say they 
frequently click on the natural search 
results. In contrast, 80% of search engine 
users say they occasionally/rarely/never 
click on the sponsored search results.

When you see data like this you really have to believe that there is a lot of 

money to be made here. Many people might be talking about it, but very few 

can really teach how to productively position your business there and make 

money with it at the same time.

By the end of the 10 steps outlined in our training course; Dominate SEO 

Today, you will know everything you need to know to be able to scale your 

business online a lot more with the Search Engines.
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What exactly is the Google 

Panda Update?

Before we explain this to you, we 

really need to make sure you know 

what Google is. Google Inc. is an 

American multi-national corporation 

specializing in Internet-related services and products. These include search, 

cloud computing, software and online advertising technologies. (Taken from 

Wikipedia)

Google Search (or Google Web 

Search) is a web search engine 

owned by Google Inc. Google Search 

is the most-used and largest search 

engine on the World Wide Web, 

receiving several hundred million queries each day through its various 

services. (Taken from Wikipedia)

Google’s mission is “to organize the world's information and make it 

universally accessible and useful," and its unofficial slogan was, "Don't be 

evil." (Taken from Wikipedia) The way Google accomplishes that mission is by 

creating what is called the Google Algorithm. 

Google knows you want quick answers and not millions and trillions of 

websites in front of you. So they have created an algorithm to do that, 

algorithms are computer programs that look for clues to give you exactly 

what you want. And there is where Google focuses the updates. Google 

wants to give you the best possible answer as quickest as possible. 
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Now talking about the Panda; we will not be technical here, we just want you 

to know what in the world the famous Panda update is all about. We just 

want you to say: Yes, I know what Panda is and I will not let that silly animal 

slap my website.

Sometimes Google names their

algorithm updates after names. The

Google Panda is a change Google

made to their algorithm released in

February 2011. The purpose was to reward top search engine rankings all 

“higher-quality sites” and to lower the rank of “low-quality sites.”

It caused a surge in the rankings of news and social networking websites 

and a drop in rankings for sites containing a lot of advertising.

So now that you understand what Google and their algorithm is all about, 

you can now say that the Google Panda is an update made to care more for 

High Quality Sites and care less for Low Quality sites.

When you think on the Google Panda just think on “Highly Quality Site.” 

That’s all you need to think about it so you don’t get overwhelmed about all 

of the content about the topic.

Google has made several changes to their Panda update since February 

2011. Google shares information as well on “What counts as a high-quality 

site.” Twenty-three bullet points is that Google itself says will help 

webmasters like you and me to rank well in today’s Google Search Engine.

Let us outline those 23 bullet points right away in the next subject.
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How in the world do you avoid 

a Panda Slap?

Out of the millions of pages talking about the subject, 

we  decided to go to Google itself to look for a solution 

to this scary epidemic for low quality sites. Google has 

been kind enough to share a lot of information about 

the subject and we will give you the most relevant 

ones.

The 23 bullet points in reality are questions that many 

users could ask on visiting a particular webpage, and 

are questions in the Google mindset that guided them 

through the update process:

1. Would you trust the information presented in this article?

2. Is this article written by an expert or enthusiast who knows the topic well, or is it 
shallower in nature?

3. Does the site have duplicate, overlapping, or redundant articles on the same or similar 
topics with slightly different keyword variations?

4. Would you be comfortable giving your credit card information to this site?

5. Does this article have spelling, stylistic, or factual errors?

6. Are the topics driven by genuine interests of readers of the site, or does the site 
generate content by attempting to guess what might rank well in search engines?

7. Does the article provide original content or information, original reporting, original 
research, or original analysis?

8. Does the page provide substantial value when compared to other pages in search 
results?

9. How much quality control is done on content?

10. Does the article describe both sides of a story?

11. Is the site a recognized authority on its topic?
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12. Is the content mass-produced by or outsourced to a large number of creators, or 
spread across a large network of sites, so that individual pages or sites don’t get as 
much attention or care? 

13. Was the article edited well, or does it appear sloppy or hastily produced?

14. For a health related query, would you trust information from this site?

15. Would you recognize this site as an authoritative source when mentioned by name?

16. Does this article provide a complete or comprehensive description of the topic?

17. Does this article contain insightful analysis or interesting information that is beyond 
obvious?

18. Is this the sort of page you’d want to bookmark, share with a friend, or recommend?

19. Does this article have an excessive amount of ads that distract from or interfere with 
the main content?

20. Would you expect to see this article in a printed magazine, encyclopedia or book?

21. Are the articles short, unsubstantial, or otherwise lacking in helpful specifics?

22. Are the pages produced with great care and attention to detail vs. less attention to 
detail?

23. Would users complain when they see pages from this site?

(Taken from Google)

We consider these questions the solution to the scary epidemic of the Google 

Slap. As you can see, Google heavily focuses on CONTENT. That is the most 

important thing to look at in all these questions.

Unfortunately there are a lot of marketers

online that do anything it takes to game

the Google search results and position

their low quality sites for commercial

purposes and not for real solution

purposes. 

What we have decided to do to avoid a

Panda Slap is “Hugging the Panda” (Give to Google what they want: High 

Quality Sites, especially on the Content). We might spend a little bit more time 

creating highly quality sites with the best possible content; we might spend a 

little bit more money to do so, but in the end, we do something that not many 
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marketers know how to do, and we can make a lot of more money because of 

it.

What exactly is the Google 

Penguin Update?

The Google Penguin is another change 

Google made to their algorithm Announced 

back in April 2012. The purpose was to 

decrease the search engine ranking of sites 

that violate Google’s webmaster Guidelines 

by using black-hat SEO techniques related to 

keyword stuffing, low quality backlinks, link schemes, and others.

Spammy link signals, paid links using exact match anchor text, comment 

spam, guest posts on low quality sites, article marketing sites and links from 

dangerous sites were among the issues for some sites affected by the 

Penguin algorithm change. (Taken from SearchEngineWatch.com)

When you think about the Google Penguin just think on “Low Keyword 

Density” and “High Quality Link Building.” That’s all you need to think about it 

so you don’t get overwhelmed about all of the content about the topic. Just 

give a look at what Google thinks of SEO: 

“Google has said before that search engine optimization, or SEO, can be 
positive and constructive… Effective search engine optimization can make a site 
more crawlable and make individual pages more accessible and easier to find…”

“White hat” search engine optimizers often improve the usability of a site, 
help create great content, or make sites faster, which is good for both users and 
search engines. Good search engine optimization can also mean good marketing: 
thinking about creative ways to make a site more compelling, which can help with 
search engines as well as social media. The net result of making a great site is often 
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greater awareness of that site on the web, which can translate into more people 
linking to or visiting a site…” (Taken from Google)

What Google doesn’t like is what is called “back hat SEO.” What a black-hat 

SEO webmaster is looking for is to rank their webpages no matter what - by 

not caring about quality and just for marketing or spam purposes. The 2 

black hat SEO activities Google is against the most are “Keyword Stuffing” 

and “Link Schemes."

Keyword stuffing consists of loading the content of a webpage with a lot of 

keywords out of context with the intention of ranking a site in the top of the 

results pages.  

Here you see an example of Keyword Stuffing provided by Google itself:

Click here to see full image
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Links Schemes consists of any link intended to manipulate ranking in the 

Google search results. This includes links to your site or outgoing links from 

your site. This one is something Google really is after. Google does not like 

paid links, too many “follow links” (links from other pages that passes 

ranking power a specific page of your site), links exchanges, automatic link 

building, too many keyword-rich anchor text links, etc.

Here you see an example of Keyword Stuffing provided by Google itself:

Click here to see full image

These are the two most important things about the Google Penguin update 

and below you will see a really great list which will help you avoid the slap.
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How in the

world do you

avoid a

Penguin Slap?

The best links are those that people built for you naturally. But if you want to 

speed up the process you can still do it by yourself, but YOU HAVE TO BE 

NATURAL. That’s the great part of link building nowadays, you don’t have to 

leave your life in the computer to build them, because Google wants to see 

they grow naturally. In order to avoid the Penguin slap you MUST AVOID:

 Lists of keywords without substantial added value

 Blocks of text listing cities and states a webpage is trying to rank for

 Repeating the same words or phrases so often that it sounds unnatural.

 Buying or selling links that pass PageRank (do-follow links). This includes exchanging 
money for links, or posts that contain links; exchanging goods or services for links; or 
sending someone a “free” product in exchange for them writing about it and including a link

 Excessive link exchanges ("Link to me and I'll link to you") or partner pages exclusively for 
the sake of cross-linking

 Large-scale article marketing or guest posting campaigns with keyword-rich anchor text 
links

 Using automated programs or services to create links to your site

 Text advertisements that pass PageRank

 Advertorials or native advertising where payment is received for articles that include links 
that pass PageRank

 Links with optimized anchor text in articles or press releases distributed on other sites. For 
example: There are many wedding rings on the market. If you want to have a wedding, you 
will have to pick the best ring. You will also need to buy flowers and a wedding dress.
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 Low-quality directory or bookmark site links

 Links embedded in widgets that are distributed across various sites, for example: Visitors 
to this page: 1,472 car insurance

 Widely distributed links in the footers of various sites

 Forum comments with optimized links in the post or signature, for example:
Thanks, that’s great info! – Paul   Paul’s pizza san Diego pizza best pizza san Diego

 PPC (pay-per-click) advertising links that pass PageRank to the buyer of the ad. (Taken 
from Google)

If you participate in any of these linking activities, let us tell you that Google 

is actively looking for these types of sites and is even asking for people to let 

Google know which sites they are.

In a resume what you really have to do is “Hugging the Penguin.” Give to 

Google what they want: Create useful, unique, relevant and information-rich 

content that uses keywords appropriately and in context.

The best way to get other sites to create high-quality, relevant links to yours 

is to create unique, relevant content that can naturally gain popularity in the 

Internet community. Creating good content pays off: Links are usually 

editorial votes given by choice, and the more useful content you have, the 

greater the chances someone else will find that content valuable to their 

readers and link to it. 

Our last golden advice to you is BE NATURAL. Spy on the backlinks of 

every one of those pages already ranked in the top of Google. If they are in 

the top that easily can mean Google loves their backlinks. This is the only 

way to see what’s working right now for building links.

An amazing tool you can check out is called Open Site Explorer provided by 

Moz.com
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There you will have the great chance to spy on all the types of backlinks 

every single one of those top pages has pointing to it. There is no greater 

way to know what’s working and what isn’t.
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Conclusion

There is a lot of information online about SEO Marketing for businesses, 
including some techniques that are not used anymore due to the recent 
Google algorithm updates.

That’s why MyBusinessBuilders.com has created an easy to understand 
Training Course titled: Dominate SEO Today.

This brand new SEO training for 2014 will show you exactly how to easily, 
correctly and safely position your business on Google today. 

Dominate SEO Today is a complete training program including:

✔Training Manual
✔Video Tutorials
✔Check Lists
✔Mind Maps
✔Advanced SEO Strategies
✔Special Resources & more...

10 simple steps are more than enough to position your business
into a whole new level of success using the latest and
most effective SEO Marketing Techniques.

This SEO training course will help you to:

➢   Optimize your website properly
➢   Get your business indexed on Google in record time.
➢ Gain massive exposure to targeted visitors.
➢ Drive huge amounts of traffic to your business and offers.
➢ Increase your online presence.
➢ Make more money online.
➢ And much more…

If you think your business may benefit with the above, we strongly
urge you to check out our new Training Course: Dominate SEO Today and 
apply the 10 easy steps to success – Your Success!
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Special SEO Course for You:

Click Here to Get Privileged Access Now! 
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